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Good afternoon to all, this is Gina Langsfield speaking to you on behalf of the SAGB.
Welcome once more to our Sunday Services and for those joining on Zoom a warm hello to
today’s medium, George Lawson and as always a thank you to our chair-person, Peter
Smith.
Would you please join me in prayer
Dear God, loving Spirit
Today we ask a special prayer for all those whose challenges in life have led them to become
victims of abuse in any form. Please send angels of light to give them strength, courage and
hope and loving guides to lead them back into light and happiness and to a place where they
will know peace, safety and joy.
Amen

The Light at the end of the Tunnel’
Today I would like to read you my poem ‘The Light at the end of the Tunnel’ which is aimed
at all who feel they have been victims of abuse whether physical, mental or emotional.
For every little child who cowers in fear, for every adults persecuted soul, For every poor
abused animal, A Guardian Angel plays their role, sometimes it doesn’t feel that way,
understandably we question why? We wonder where are these angels when they hear each
frightened victims cry.
We are not privileged to know the greater plan and life can seem so cruelly unfair but
despite how much we may suffer an angel is always there. All souls upon earth are equal
though it feels some people’s needs are missed but often it is those who seem to suffer
most that angelic lips have kissed
It is so easy to become embittered when there seems no hope in sight… then we fear our
never ending darkness and long for a glimmer of light. There is a plan for each of us and
though at times the balance feels all wrong, trust in the Spirit promise, hear in your heart
the angel’s song, happiness is our ultimate destiny and we travel towards it along an
individual road.

Some of us skip towards it lightly while others stagger beneath a heavy load. Though earthly
perception views it as cruel and unjust and there seems to us no kind nor fair explanation. It
feels to us as if we are cast in to a tunnel of doom with no hope of ever reaching a station
but Spirit tell us otherwise, they know and feel our plight and though we may not as yet
understand earths life cruel and injustice no victim is truly left without light.
Though our journey may be long and arduous and our sufferings just too much to bear
though hard we need to trust Spirit and know that they listen and care and someday just
when we feel our efforts are not worth it and hope is completely out of sight Spirit
Guardians will lead you out of the tunnel into the warmth and safety of life.
On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees, our staff, mediums, healers and as always
myself, God bless you all and may you be safe, peaceful and happy.
And now for those joining us on Zoom I hand you back over to Peter Smith.
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Background Music – I’ll make up for everything

